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Overspeed training, it's been hailed as a GAME CHANGER when it comes to
increasing your swing speed and adding distance to your game.  The truth is,
for a lot of golfers it CAN add some serious swing speed and distance to not
only your drives, but your irons as well.  The truth also is that it may not give
some golfers the speed and distance they are seeking and can even have
some negative effects like injury.

There must be a balance when it comes to overspeed training.  This balance
involves four things: your current swing speed, your overall mobility, your
overall strength, and your golf handicap or golfing ability.

In the following quiz we'll dive into each and have you rate your current
level as below average, average, or above average.  Based on your answers,
you'll fit into a certain category of golfer.  In each category, we'll give you
the honest truth about overspeed training and your possible results as well
as recommend where to start or what to pair with overspeed training to
maximize your results.

At LAUNCH CODE™ Golf Performance we're not just interested in selling you
one of our awesome Overspeed Training products, (it is awesome by the
way) we want to help you find exactly what you need to succeed. Take the
quiz and find out for yourself.

Matt Snyder
Owner
LAUNCH CODE™ Golf Performance

THE TRUTH

ABOUT
OVERSPEED
TRAINING
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Unfortunately, there really isn't any good data to help us compare the average swing
speeds of a golfer based on their age and sex.  There are some, but the sample sizes are
very low and in others the speeds were just generalized by sex and not age.  So, how do
we figure out if our swing speed is below, average, or above?  Well, unfortunately we
have to make a guess.  Here's a good way to go about this.  Use your golfing buddies as
comparisons. Most of us tend to play with golfers around the same age and sex, where do
you fit in?  Ask your friends and use your own judgement to make a comparison.  I  know
it's not perfect, but until we have more data it 's the best we can do!

Where do you fall?  Below average, average, or above average? Make a note and head
on to the next question.
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Mobility plays a HUGE role in the success of overspeed training for one big reason.. . . INURY!  
Golfers that lack mobility are already putting themselves in potentially dangerous positions
by playing golf in general. Overspeed training, being as explosive as it is, is even more so.
Now, you don't need to have olympic gymnast kind of mobility to be a good candidate for
overspeed training.  However, we do recommend having at least average mobility in four
very important areas of the body: the neck, shoulders, thoracic spine, and hips.  These four
areas are by far the most important areas that could be affected by overspeed training if
they have less than average mobility.

We've included some links to a few videos that will allow you to test yourself at home.  We
always recommend getting a professional opinion, but these will give you a good starting
point.

Neck Mobility Screening - Click HERE
Shoulder Mobility Screening - Click HERE
Thoracic Spine Mobility Screening - Click HERE
Hip Mobility Screening - Click HERE

Where do you fall in each category: neck, shoulder, thoracic spine, and hips? Below
average, average, or above average? Make a note and move on to the next question.

HOW WOULD YOU RATE YOUR CURRENT SWING SPEED?
QUESTION #1

HOW WOULD YOU RATE YOUR OVERALL MOBILITY?
QUESTION #2

https://www.mytpi.com/articles/screening/the_cervical_rotation_test
https://www.mytpi.com/articles/screening/the_90_90_test
https://www.mytpi.com/articles/screening/the_seated_trunk_rotation_test
https://www.mytpi.com/articles/screening/the_lower_quarter_rotation_test


Just like mobility, strength plays a large role in having success with overspeed training.  If you are physically
unable to handle the explosive load placed on the body when doing overspeed training, just like with
mobility, you are setting yourself up for possible injury.  

On top of the injury possibilities we also need to look at what I like to call a "capability" issue when it comes
to lacking strength.   Swing speed and strength really should match and either be on equal footing or erring
on the side of having higher strength levels than you would typically expect for your swing speed.  The
pairing of a high swing speed and below average strength levels can be dangerous.  Typically we only see
this with high level golfers.

We've included a link to a video that goes over some power and strength testing.  Ideally, you would do
both tests.  However, if you can only do the power or strength testing, it is a starting point.  You will know
pretty quickly if you won't pass the tests.

Strength and Power Test - Click HERE

Where do you fall in each category: upper, core, and lower body?  Below, average, or above average?
Make a note of each and move on to the next question.

HOW WOULD YOU RATE YOUR OVERALL STRENGTH?
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QUESTION #3

One thing a lot of golfers might not realize about overspeed training is that it's value is much higher than
just the speed with which golfers gain.  Yes, overspeed training has other benefits as well.

Overspeed training is great for all levels of golfers!  No matter if you are a scratch golfer or 20 handicapper,
there is something for you to gain when it comes to overspeed training.  This is true because it allows
golfers to do one thing, swing without a golf ball.  Removing the golf ball can actually help newer or lower
level golfers develop better swing habits and more efficient swings right out of the gate.  It can also help
more experienced golfers in the same way, by increasing the efficiency of their kinematic sequence.  So,
don't just look at overspeed training as a way to increase your swing speed.  Look at it as a way of also
increasing your swing efficiency which will undoubtedly turn into better contact and ball speed!

Alright, now that you've answered all the questions, continue on to the next few pages to locate your
specific answer combination and see if you are a good candidate for overspeed training.  If you're not, we'll
give you the tools and advice you need to become one!

HOW GOOD OF A GOLFER ARE YOU?
BONUS QUESTION

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=V8bWdjitTaw


LOCATE YOUR ANSWER COMBINATIONS

NOW THAT YOU'VE GOT YOUR ANSWERS, LOCATE YOUR COMBINATION
BELOW.  WE'LL LET YOU KNOW IF YOU'RE A GOOD CANDIDATE FOR

OVERSPEED TRAINING AND/OR ANY OTHER TRAINING YOU MAY NEED TO
GET YOU READY FOR OVERSPEED TRAINING AND GOLF IN GENERAL.  AT THE

END OF THIS DOCUMENT YOU'LL FIND ALL OF THE LINKS TO PRODUCTS
AND PROGRAMMING WE RECOMMEND.

Well, well, you've got it going on!  Overspeed training could definitely be beneficial for you
if you haven't completed it before.  On top of that, we'd recommend you continue working
on your mobility and strength to be able to match any speed gains you get from overspeed
training.

RECOMMENDATIONS
Add overspeed training if you haven't done it or stopped training.
Continue strength and mobility training.

SWING SPEED - ABOVE
MOBILITY - AVERAGE/ABOVE
STRENGTH - ABOVE

Overspeed training could definitely work for you if you haven't done it before. However, we
recommend addressing your mobility issues first.  Not only will you gain some speed from
fixing your mobility issues, you'll be better prepared for overspeed training and preventing
injury.  

RECOMMENDATIONS
Mobility training FIRST before anything else.
Once mobility issues are addressed, add overspeed training if you haven't done it or
stopped training.
Continue strength training.

SWING SPEED - ABOVE
MOBILITY - BELOW
STRENGTH - ABOVE
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You could be a great candidate for overspeed training if you haven't completed it
previously or stopped training.  However, we would want you to work on your strength
levels concurrently to be able to meet and handle the future demands of overspeed
training.

RECOMMENDATIONS
Add overspeed training if you haven't done it or stopped training.
Add in strength training with the overspeed training.
Mobility training is always a plus.

SWING SPEED - ABOVE
MOBILITY - AVERAGE/ABOVE
STRENGTH - AVERAGE

Right now, we want you to focus on mobility AND strength.  Your swing speeds are really
high for your mobility and strength level combination and injury is a serious possibil ity if
you started overspeed training right now.  At the minimum, we would want you to complete
mobility training first and then if you decided to add in overspeed training, add strength
training concurrently.

RECOMMENDATIONS
Mobility training FIRST.
Add in overspeed training after mobility issues have been worked through.
Add in strength training with the overspeed training.

SWING SPEED - ABOVE
MOBILITY - BELOW
STRENGTH - AVERAGE

SWING SPEED - ABOVE
MOBILITY - AVERAGE/ABOVE
STRENGTH - BELOW
Right now, we want you to focus on strength.  Your swing speeds are really high for your
strength level and injury is a serious possibil ity if you started overspeed training right now.
At the minimum, we would want you to complete strength training first and bring your
strength levels up the minimum standards.  Then, add in overspeed training and continue on
with strength training.

RECOMMENDATIONS
Strength training FIRST.
Add in overspeed training after strength levels reach average standards.
Mobili ity training is always a plus.
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We want you to work on your strength AND mobility FIRST.  Your current swing speed
paired with your mobility and strength levels is astounding.  However, it could be a recipe
for injury if you started overspeed training.  Not to mention you probably wouldn't see much
results.  Let's get your mobility and strength levels up to normal standards and then we can
add in some overspeed training, while continuing to build strength.

RECOMMENDATIONS
Strength AND mobility training first.
Once normal standards are met, add in overspeed training.
Continue strength training while doing overspeed training.

SWING SPEED - ABOVE
MOBILITY - BELOW
STRENGTH - BELOW

Overspeed training is PERFECT for you right now.  With an average swing speed and above
average strength levels, your ceiling is pretty high when it comes to seeing gains.  While we
would recommend continuing strength and mobility training, you should expect to see some
great results with overspeed training!

RECOMMENDATIONS
Overspeed training is perfect for you.
Continue strength and mobility training.

SWING SPEED - AVERAGE
MOBILITY - AVERAGE/ABOVE
STRENGTH - ABOVE

Once you get your mobility issues fixed, you will be the perfect candidate for overspeed
training.  That's right, your swing speed to strength level ratio makes you a great candidate
for overspeed training.   However, your mobility levels tell us that you may put yourself at
risk for injury if you don't address those areas first.

RECOMMENDATIONS
Mobility training FIRST
Once mobility training gets you to normal standards, add in overspeed training and you
should see some great results!

SWING SPEED - AVERAGE
MOBILITY - BELOW
STRENGTH - ABOVE
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You are a pretty good candidate for overspeed training.  Since your swing speed to strength
level ratio is pretty even, we would want you to add in strength training while you do
overspeed training.  Not only will this increase your results, it will allow your body to handle
the demand of overspeed training more successfully.

RECOMMENDATIONS
Add in overspeed training AND strength training and your results should be great!

SWING SPEED - AVERAGE
MOBILITY - AVERAGE/ABOVE
STRENGTH - AVERAGE

Once you get your mobility issues fixed, you could be a great candidate for overspeed
training success.  When you do add in overspeed training, we would also want you to add in
some strength training so your body can meet and exceed the needs overspeed training will
put on your systems.

RECOMMENDATIONS
Mobility training FIRST
Once mobility issues are brought up to average standards, start overspeed training
alongside strength training.

SWING SPEED - AVERAGE
MOBILITY - BELOW
STRENGTH - AVERAGE

Right now, we want you to focus on strength.  Adding in overspeed training without
increasing your body's ability to handle the demands is a recipe for injury.  At the minimum,
we would want you to complete strength training first and bring your strength levels up the
minimum standards.  Then, add in overspeed training and continue on with strength training.
Bringing your strength levels up and continuing on during overspeed training makes you a
good candidate to seems some nice gains.

RECOMMENDATIONS
Strength training FIRST.
Add in overspeed training after strength levels reach average standards.
Mobili ity training is always a plus.

SWING SPEED - AVERAGE
MOBILITY - AVERAGE/ABOVE
STRENGTH - BELOW
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We want you to work on your strength AND mobility FIRST.  Your current swing speed
paired with your mobility and strength levels is pretty good.  However, it could be a recipe
for injury if you started overspeed training.  Not to mention you probably wouldn't see much
results.  Let's get your mobility and strength levels up to normal standards and then we can
add in some overspeed training, while continuing to build strength.

RECOMMENDATIONS
Strength AND mobility training first.
Once normal standards are met, add in overspeed training.
Continue strength training while doing overspeed training.

SWING SPEED - AVERAGE
MOBILITY - BELOW
STRENGTH - BELOW

Congrats, we think.  You are the perfect candidate for overspeed training.  Due to the ratio
of your swing speed to strength levels, you more than likely have a lot of speed that can be
gained through overspeed training.  Hop right in and get going!

RECOMMENDATIONS
Overspeed training is perfect for you!
Continue or add in strength and mobility training as an added bonus.

SWING SPEED - BELOW
MOBILITY - AVERAGE/ABOVE
STRENGTH - ABOVE

The good news is, you could be the perfect candidate for overspeed training.  Your ratio of
swing speed to strength levels makes it highly likely you'll see some significant speed
increases with overspeed training.  Unfortunately, your mobility levels put you in a high risk
category for injury.  Let's get your mobility levels up to some normal standards and then
add in overspeed training.

RECOMMENDATIONS
Mobility training FIRST.
Once mobility levels are up to normal standards, add in overspeed training.
Continue mobility training at a minimum.
Continue or add in strength training as an added bonus.

SWING SPEED - BELOW
MOBILITY - BELOW
STRENGTH - ABOVE
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You are a really good candidate for overspeed training.  We say hop on in and get going.
However, we want you to add in some strength training as you begin overspeed training.
Not only will this help you set yourself up for long term success with overspeed training, it
will help prevent injury.

RECOMMENDATIONS
Overspeed training is a great ideal for you.
Add in strength training to protect your body and to help you realize your full overspeed
training potential.

SWING SPEED - BELOW
MOBILITY - AVERAGE/ABOVE
STRENGTH - AVERAGE

Once you get your mobility issues fixed, you will be a great candidate for overspeed
training success.  When you do add in overspeed training, we would also want you to add in
some strength training so your body can meet and exceed the needs overspeed training will
put on your systems.

RECOMMENDATIONS
Mobility training FIRST
Once mobility issues are brought up to average standards, start overspeed training
alongside strength training.

SWING SPEED - BELOW
MOBILITY - BELOW
STRENGTH - AVERAGE

Right now, we want you to focus on strength.  Adding in overspeed training without
increasing your body's ability to handle the demands is a recipe for injury.  At the minimum,
we would want you to complete strength training first and bring your strength levels up the
minimum standards.  Bringing your strength levels up and continuing on with strength
training during overspeed training makes you a great candidate to seems some nice gains.

RECOMMENDATIONS
Strength training FIRST.
Add in overspeed training after strength levels reach average standards and continue with
strength training.

SWING SPEED - BELOW
MOBILITY - AVERAGE/ABOVE
STRENGTH - BELOW
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We want you to work on your strength AND mobility FIRST.  Your current swing speed
paired with your mobility and strength levels is about what we would expect.  Due to your
lack of mobility and strength it would be a recipe for injury if you started overspeed training
right now.  Not to mention you probably wouldn't see much results.  Let's get your mobility
and strength levels up to normal standards, which will make you a great candidate for
overspeed training, and then we can add in overspeed training while continuing to build
strength.

RECOMMENDATIONS
Strength AND mobility training first.
Once normal standards are met, add in overspeed training.
Continue strength training while doing overspeed training.

SWING SPEED - BELOW
MOBILITY - BELOW
STRENGTH - BELOW

NOW THAT YOU KNOW WHERE
YOU STAND, HEAD ON DOWN

TO THE NEXT SECTION TO FIND
THE PRODUCTS AND TRAINING

WE RECOMMEND.
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RESOURCES
PRODUCTS AND
PROGRAMS WE

RECOMMEND
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The LAUNCH CODE™ Overspeed Trainer
We're unabashedly biased here, but the LAUNCH CODE™ Overspeed Trainer is far and away
the best overspeed trainer on the market.  There are two distinct reasons for this.  

First, you are able to use your own driver shaft and grip for training.  We all know how
important the golf grip is when it comes to speed creation and the swing in general.  Having
the right size, texture, and density is incredibly personal and makes a huge difference not
only physically, but mentally.  Having the right grip is a huge advantage in overspeed
training.  Other trainers on the market use a generic grip.  You're overspeed training should
not be generic.  In addition to the grip, your driver shaft is unique to you as well.  Chances
are the length, flex, and weight were all customized for your swing.  Just l ike the grip, other
trainers set you up with a length, flex, and weight designed for a generic golfer. Once again,
your training shouldn't be generic!  Being able to use your own driver shaft and grip is a
huge advantage.  Not only when it comes to maximizing speed gains DURING overspeed
training, but when it comes time to actually transfer those speed gains to your game AFTER
overspeed training.

The second reason the LAUNCH CODE™ Overspeed Trainer ranks far ahead of other trainers
on the market is the ability to dial in ANY training percentage you can think of. . . .to the gram.
This is crucial for two reasons.  Number one, it allows golfers to train at levels specific to
the weight of their own driver.  Number two, it allows coaches and players alike to tinker
with different weighting parameters to further explore the science of overspeed training
and grow the field.

Additionally, the LAUNCH CODE™ Overspeed Trainer fits in a small bag inside of your own
bag (no more carrying around up to three extra clubs!) and it 's the most affordable
overspeed trainer on the market!

Check out the LAUNCH CODE™ Overspeed Trainer by clicking HERE

Want 10% off your order?  Use the code: QUIZME10

OVERSPEED TRAINING PRODUCTS

https://www.launchcodegolf.com/products/launch-code-swing-speed-trainer
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FOR MOBILITY TRAINING
CHECK  OUT: THE READY STATE
WEBSITE (clickable link): WWW.THEREADYSTATE.COM

The Ready State is an amazing mobility focused training program.  I  would recommend this
program to anyone who has mobility issues or just wants to improve their mobility in
general.  The programming can be made to fit your schedule, as they have different length
videos based on your needs AND can be made to fit your specific areas of need as you can
select specific areas of the body to work on.

They also have a general training program, as well as more in depth programming for those
who want to go next level.  They also offer some great mobility equipment bundles.  These
bundles have all the tools you'll need for training, contain high quality equipment, and are a
great deal compared to buying everything separately.

Unless you really have some issues that should be seen by a doctor, this is a great way to
begin your mobility training and get prepared for overspeed training.  The fees are super
affordable and it really is a great value.  They also offer a 14 day free trial, so you've got
nothing to lose if you don't l ike it .

MOBILITY AND STRENGTH TRAINING PROGRAMS

FOR STRENGTH TRAINING (AND MOBILITY)
CHECK  OUT: TRAINFULY
WEBSITE (clickable link): WWW.TRAINFULY.COM

Trainfuly is an amazing program and one that I am currently doing myself.  I  would call this
more of a hybrid when it comes to programming, as it actively addresses mobility and
strength at the same time.  However, I  will say this, if your mobility issues are more in depth
and spread throughout the body, go with the Ready State program first and then add this
program in as an addition or after you've addressed your larger mobility issues.

The Trainfuly program has a one time fee of $39 and is good for the lifetime of the program.  
At 12 weeks long, it 's a program you can cycle through a few times a year.  The workouts
are anywhere from 20-30 minutes and take place 3 days a week.  I 've found that I ' l l  do some
of the workouts (l ike the mobility focused ones) on multiple days in addition to how they
have it laid out.

This is also a great program to add into any other programs you might be doing currently.
Give the website a browse and dive in!

https://thereadystate.com/trial?rfsn=4830411.4575f7
http://trainfuly.com/?ref=20


So, where are we at after all of this?  Well it's real simple, TAKE ACTION!

If we recommended some type of mobility and/or strength training to
start with, check out the programs we recommended or find one that you
think works best for you.  Adding one or both to your golf training will not
only improve your chances to be succesful with overspeed training,
they'll improve your overall effectiveness on the course and your every
day lives as well.

Overspeed training is fun and can have a dramatic effect on your golf
game.  Speed and distance are paramount when it comes to lowering
your score and having more fun.  Just think about it.  What's the one part
of the game of golf people love more than anything?  If you said teeing it
up and smashing a drive, we agree!  It's one of the most fun parts of the
game.  Overspeed training really can impact your game.  Try it and see for
yourself.

Best of luck with your game.

Matt Snyder
Owner
LAUNCH CODE™ Golf Performance

NOW IT 'S  T IME

TO TAKE
ACTION
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